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Global stocks hit record highs in the three months to September 30th as they rose for the sixth quarter in seven
after reports showed stimulus is helping reopening economies recover from the pandemic, the Federal Reserve
indicated it would keep rates low for a while yet, and tech stocks reported earnings that showed how much they
have benefited from the shift to online. During the quarter, 10 of the 11 sectors rose in US-dollar terms.
Consumer Discretionary (+16%) rose the most as economies reopened while Energy (-16%) was the sector that
declined.
U.S. stocks set fresh record highs after readings showed the jobs market had recovered nearly 50% of the jobs
lost when the economy was closed to restrict the pandemic, Big Tech shone and the Federal Reserve moved to a
flexible average inflation target by allowing inflation to exceed 2%. The Fed’s shift suggested lower interest rates
for longer as it indicated the central bank would not pre-emptively raise interest rates when unemployment was
low as long as inflation was under control. During the quarter, reports indicated the U.S. economy was
recovering from the record 31.4% annualised decline in the second quarter. Of note, a report showed the jobless
rate fell to 8.4% in August and that the economy had added 10.6 million jobs since it shredded 22.2 million jobs
in March and April when the jobless rate was 14.7% (compared with 3.5% in February). Big Tech CEOs were
grilled by Congress over the alleged anti-competitive nature of their businesses as the tech icons posted healthy
earnings for the second quarter. In political news, the Democratic and Republican parties held their conventions
and at quarter end polls placed Democrat presidential nominee and former Vice President Joe Biden ahead of
President Donald Trump in the quest for the White House.
European stocks fell as reinfection rates picked up enough for restrictions to be reimposed. Of note during the
quarter was that EU leaders struck an agreement to allow the EU to sell debt on a large scale for the first time so
it could install a 750-billion-euro pandemic recovery fund.
The Fund recorded a positive return for the quarter. The biggest contributors were the investments in Alibaba
Group, Facebook and Chipotle Mexican Grill. Alibaba rallied after the Chinese e-commerce giant reported
revenue growth of 34% in the second quarter from a year earlier as lockdowns turned Chinese to online retail,
and China’s economy rebounded. Facebook rose after its 11% surge in second-quarter earnings beat
expectations and the social-media company said its main site has 2.7 billion users per month. Chipotle rose as
U.S. states eased restrictions and the company’s beefed-up online ordering helped boost sales when restrictions
took hold.
The biggest detractors were the investments in Danone and Novartis. Danone declined after management
provided second-half margin guidance that was lower than expected due to higher costs during the pandemic, a
slower-than-expected recovery in the Waters division, and a 100-million-pound planned investment in marketing
and digital capabilities. Novartis fell after the health-products group refused to discuss revenue or the prospect
of profits when revealing that sales for the first half rose 1%, the higher end of expectations.
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The outlooks for the economy and equity markets are clouded by the ongoing threats from reinfection waves
and suboptimal policy responses. Nevertheless, there has been some incremental reduction in overall risk as
economies have adapted to COVID-19. The next three months should provide greater insight into the nearterm possibility of a vaccine or effective therapeutic, either of which might be rolled out in 2021. Alternatively,
the December quarter brings with it the risk of more reinfections as the northern hemisphere economies enter
winter.
A V-shaped recovery, or fleeting recession, would require a quick and successful reopening supported by
policymakers, with most furloughed workers returning to their pre-pandemic hours. This scenario still appears
relatively unlikely.
The worst scenario is a depression, where reopening is very slow and there is a policy error, hurting
employment and output. This would be the worst outcome for markets, but also appears increasingly unlikely
in the near term.
The two middle scenarios are a U-shaped recovery from a recession and a prolonged and deep recession. Right
now, the probabilities of each seem roughly similar, though further adaption to COVID-19, a vaccine or
effective therapeutic might tilt the probabilities to the former.

Index movements and stock contributors/detractors are based in local currency terms unless stated otherwise.
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